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  ON THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE STARCH PASTE CAUSED 
      BY THE IRRADIATION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES.
                              By SfizAlsulcll O~u. 
                             1. Introduction 
     
• It has been observed by Szalay"" and other investigatorsa''+ that the highly 
   polymerised compounds are changed into lower polymerised compounds by the 
   disintegrating action of ultrasonic waves. S7a1ay also found out that soluble 
* starch becomes destrine,tl and he considered the meehatiisut of this disintegration 
   as follows. In the field of ultrasonic waves, large soluble starchparticles aze 
   forced to vibrate under [he influence of violent, oriented vibration of the water 
   molecules •acting as the medium. Consequently, in spite of very slight tempera-
   ture elevation of the water molecules. the temlxrature of starch particles rises 
   remarkably because of their larger size. Thus Szalay considered the mechanism 
   of disintegration as a hydrolysis by local heating. Many other mechanisms 
   should, ho\aeveq be taken into account (or the disintegration f highlypolymerised 
   compounds, especially of such a large granule as that of native starch now in 
   questiat. Of these mechanisms only the main three will he mentioned here. 
   The first is the "cavitation ""'01 Amring older biological researches made by 
  ,utilizing ultrasonic waves, there arc some studies on destruction of animal and 
   vegetable organistns """"' Schmidt and Uhlemeyer'=' attributed the destruc-
         t) A. Sz11ay,/.. p/g-t. C/n~m. [A). 164, x3a Uvi3L 
         x+) ~A. Sala)', P/get L., 35, x93 (I93q). 
        ;) S. Brohuly Nafvre, 14Q Soy (1937) 
         q) M. Kasah}m and S. Kawanishi, R7iu. li{r;/er., 16, ltyi (1037) 
        q) E. Thieme, Phrs. Z., 39, 3S4 (Ig3S). 
       ' 6) N. Sata, Aulloid Z., 87, I86: 86, ISz (Iy39} 
        7) IL Frcundlidt and D. \\'. Gillings,Tntat. Pmml. Saa, 34, 649 (+938); 35, 319 (1939)• 
        8) O. Schmid and O. Rmm~iel, Z. L•arkfrucheut., 45, 659 (193'))+ 2. pl rs. C/rrrn. [A], IBS, 97 
   (1939)-
         y) l:aritation u aphenomenon that a; stwn a; [hc hydrostatic pressure in aliquid u reduced to 
   We wpnnr prevure nE the Bquid, luo phases (vapour and liquid) may be formed (formation of Cavity) 
    and then the cavity thus formed is collapsed. (collapse of ca.dty) 
        lo) Lord Rayleigh calculated hepressure d veloped during the wllapse of a spherical vity. 
    1: alculalion shows tlml pressures of [x5o nbu~~spheres nmy d velop at the moment when the cavity cot- • 
    lapses lu IIm Ifzo of its original diameter. Intense ultranunic vibration. may tx a cwse of This ea.ita-
   tion process. Accordingly n strong methaoical elteci may be performal by the carllatiw thas pmduud. 
         n) 1_ Bergumnn, "Ullmuha/l" \'.U. L (t93q); ]{. Iliedemann, °!/Umrrkall" \V alterdeOruyter 
    (ly3y); A. I\ognon u. Is. l-I. Binnc:rni, "U<Ltt-tats  r;in/a,~•i<" Gaul bier-Villars (1y37); N. 1ta7inesar.    "Proptxr!'s pitta-rkimi~ae.c, /%kwiytnr r[ beapl rsi~tm:~ t/a altresars" Bd. Il. Ilermann ind Cie (Iy37} 
         tx) P. O. Schmidt and B. Uldemepeq Prvr..Sx. /.•:.tp. Uiu1..1Gd., 27, 6x6 (I93o). 
        I3) rl IL )nhnwn, J. Phr,idoSy, 07, 356 (+9x9)• -
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tion of protoplasm to the formation of gas bubbles, because the destruction )vas 
reduced when the formation of gas bubbles ceased ue to increased external air 
pressure. Johnson[" found that the destruction does not occur when a system 
containing yrotoylasm or red blood cells is placed under increased external 
pressure or when fire air is replaced with more soluble gases to prevent the 
formation of Qas bubbles or when it is evacuated. He thus attributed the 
phenomenon to the expulsion of gas bubbles out of cells. Whatever the explana-
tions may be, the experimental results can be also .explained insuch a manner that 
disintegration by ultrasonic waves depends chiefly upon the cavitation. in the 
sense above described."' Afterwards, Freundlich and Sollnert'I investigated quali-
tatively the influence of external air pressures on such a phenomenon as the 
liquefaction of thixotropic gel, and obtaiuinb similar results to those of Schmidt 
and LThlemeyer'=' and Johnsonr" they regarded the liquefaction as caused by the 
cavitation. Freundlich and Gillings" also attributed the reduction of viscosities 
of various colloidal solutions to the cavitation. 
    The second mechanism is thatof Smith's theory's', namely, the destructive 
mechanical effect by the pulsation o[ gas bubbles. The third mechanism is the 
one proposed by G. Sclumid while the present report ryas under preparation. 
According to him a pure mechanical force, such as the vibration of particles of 
the medium, is proved to be capable of grinding down such a substance as 
yolystyrol. Vl%ith regard [o the disincegration f starch, further studies on its 
mechanism are required. _ The object of the present report is to make clear the 
nature of disintegration of granules of native starch paste and to elucidate the 
mechanism of the disintegration. 
                          II. Exprimental 
    a) hfaterials :-Potato starch (starch of the Japanese pharmacopoeia) and 
wheat starch obtainable at ~ market were used without any purification. The 
quality of the starch paste varies according to the methods by which it is made. 
In the first half of the experiment, a mixture of starch and water was shaken 
      tq) H. tremdlicb and I{, Sbllner, Tiuru. FasarJ. Soc., 32, y66 (ry36). 
      r5) F. 7). Smilh, Plil. t7lat•., 19, u47 tt 935) The gas bubbles generated when llw cavitation s 
 occurring or [hose existing originally in the liquid arc onsidered, when they are estremuly small, to be 
 oscillated radially by sound waves. Only the bubbles having n certain radios are possible to resonate 
 with the frequency ofultrasonic waves. Such resooant bubbles close a very large slrain in the liquid 
 and the vibration nl bul>bles smaller mm~ the resonant bubbles, also, causes more than a tbousmd 
 times as large slrain :~~' that in Ibe cue without bobbles. Tlms Smith explains the rlesWCtive acUOn 
 of ultrasonic waves.
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   with hands and its temperature was raised above room temperature : aker reaching 
   5o°C„ the temperature was elevated to 8o°C. in ;o minutes, nearly at .the rate 
   of t°C. per minute, and then promptly up to 95°C.. at which the mixturewas 
   left to .stand (or 6o minutes, and thus the paste was made. In the latter half, 
   heating procedure was the same, but, instead of shaking with hands, a glass 
   stirrer used to agitate. The number of rotation was about 20o R~1\I below79°C. 
   add about too R~AI above 75°C. By these two methods pastes of much the 
   same quality were obtained. 
       b} Experimentalmethods :-Primarily the viscosity of paste was measured. 
   and secondarily the observation of microscopic structure of paste particles was 
   made. 
I        R
egarding solvated solutions of highly polymerised comlwunds, [here arc many 
   viscosity,fonnulae, one of which is that of Kunitr."': 
                   t+o.5d~ (~} 
   where 7 is the relative viscosity of the disperse system to the solvent, and J~ 
   is the fraction of the volume to be occupied by disperse particles in the disherse 
   system. Tables i & II show the values of J~ obtained from formula(I) by 
                                     "fable 1. 
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  mrasuring the viscosities of the potato and wheat pastes made by the methods 
  above described. In both tables, the concentration, C and ~ arG represented by
  ;/, and the fourth column, cP~C=rp, indicates the specific volume, that is, the 
  volume to be occupied by i g. of the starch particles in the paste. In the caze 
  of the potato paste, this viscosity formula is applicable in the concentration range 
  o.ot ~. i ,D//, and apparently t g. of the starch particles occupies a volume of 67.7 
  c.c. In the case of wheat starch, though made by the same method, [p=13,q in 
         [6) 11. Kuni[a, J. Qerr. PJ.il., 9, 7[g ([qz6}
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   Table II. 
m of the Wheal I'astc
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the range o.ot-..z/. Ry measuring the variation in the quality of paste caused 
by ultrasonic waves as the variation in the value of ~ and that in microscopic 
structure, the mechanisms of disintegration of the paste twill be discussed. 
    c) Apparatus for generating ultrasonic wavee :-Fig. t shows the electric 
circuit: the maximum output of the oscillator valve n'as zoo tratts and the 
frequencies used were 47o KI-I, and Soo KH,. [he latter chiefly heing used. 
       L L eo.rN ~ 3ow F
                                       rt9~Jc 
                                           Nrr66
                O pOAYF 
Q Me9~ OOV) Ir ~ 
7) \                        SNiN/ R'aler ~ ~
              RI rF from a 
                               rn rn thtrmnststl
  NSg, x-Electric cir uit for generating ult srmic w ve,: ~ I 
Q, Quart> (dia.=4o mm, Soo Klt.); C,tooo MAitr (SOpoV): /Or''^' 
    1~, dia.=.z cm, 2I turns; G, dia.=u cm, Sg turn>: ~ 4 
           Rg, to,ooo9; T, step ¢p to r,SooV. 
                                                                    Fig.z-12cactinn vessel A. 
    d) Experimenta] procedure and accuracy of measurement:-For the irrtdia-
tirm of ultrasonic waves, the seunple w:u hold in a double walled glass vessel 
(reaction vessel A), around t.•hich water from a thermostat circulated as shown 
in Fig. z. Thus the temperature of-the paste was kept constant within about 
t°C. Alter the influence of the temlxrature of the paste upon the disinte~rra6on 
effect was found to be negligible, two Linds of single walled test tubes were 
often used, which were almost the same in diameter as reaction vessel A. One 
of them was thin walled (reaction vessel B). The other was thicl2 walled (reac-
tion vessel C), and ryas user) in the experiments carried out under higher or 
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    In order [o measure viscosity. Ust+vald viscosimeters mere used, at a tem-
ltera[ure of qo°C.+o.oj°C. 'fhe viscosimeters +vere divided into three groups 
according to the inside diameter of the capillary part, and a viscosimeter of 
thicker type x•as used for the paste of higher viscosity. For example, in the 
case of r / potato paste, a thick viscosimeter 2 mm. in inside diameter was used 
from the paste not yet treated by ultrasonic waves to the paste of rp=jo. The 
viscosit}•, in this case, mas obtained by measuring the relative viscosity for 
glycerine preliminarily measured and converting the cahtc thus obtained into the 
relative viscosity for mater. \Vhen viscosity was high, the observed values were 
incorrect, that is, the vtlues varied in ever}' measurement for the same paste 
before the irradiation of ultrasonic waves. To remove this error, however, the 
mean of Ute five obsen•ed values was adopted. Since different viscosimeters pointed 
different readings even for the same paste, the mean reading of hro vjscosinteters 
was taken. Rut the error of q.6/ of ~ and o.j/ of S° could not be removed. 
As the disintegration +cent on, the accuracy of measurement increased and in fhe 
case of t gb paste the observed values were in so hirly agreement below %=2.5 ;
rp=tS~.6 as to be reproducible, 
                     III. Exprimental Results 
    (A) lliaintegration curve (y+-time curve)-Influences of frequenciea-Com-
          pariaon with heat treatment. 
    'Ph
e decrease in iO +vith the time in the case when the paste has been ir-
radiated b}- ultrasonic waves is shown in the real ]ices in Fig. ;. The experiment 
+vas carried out under the conditions : a reaction vessel A, temperature of the 
paste=T=3o°C., the distance from the quartz plate to the reaction vessel=D= 
5ont.m., volume of paste-V=about 2j c.c., and I/ potato paste of ~=60. 
31ark p shows the variation under such a condition as the frequency of ultrasonic 
waves=q7o lil-I„ the diameter of the plate=35 m.nt., and input-fP=6jo malts. 
When frequency +vas 30o KH„ the quartz plate being qo m.m. in diameter, and 
the intensity of irradiation was made to be approximate to that in the case of 
q7o K]-i, e•ith respect to the height of oil fountain in an oil bath, the variation 
in N as indicated by mark O was larger than that in the former case (mark p) 
in the graph. A variatiat similar to that of O at q7o KFI, regdired \V=82o 
watts and the variation obtained is indicated by mark o. The influence of 
frequency must be further investigated, but a[ least it is seen from the above 
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                             fig. 3-Disintegrationconen( xyapma~o pvlc.
      "I'he variation of the paste caused by ultrasonic waves was compared with 
  that by heat treatment, he dotted lines in thz graph show tltc reductionof yo 
  values by heat "1•he ~ values +vere calculated by formula ([) from Samec's 
- observed values of viscosity.''' tl9arks •• O, ~ g O denotes too°C., tzo°C., 
  I;5°C„ and t jo°C. respectiv8ly. Comparing the real lines with the dotted ones 
  it is seen that the effect ro reduce !c of the pate is comparable to the heat treat-
   ment at about t 5o°C. "I'he corresponding temperatures vary, of course, according 
  to the intensity of ultrasonic waves. The ~ values of the so-called soluble strtrch 
  and destrine are z.31Bt and t.a'"t respectivel}•. Under the present author's es-
  perimenfal conditions, even by hvo hays' irradiation of ultrasonic waves, the e 
  value n•as till larger than those values. In all the espcriments mentioned beloo, 
  40o KH, was used and the sample used was I?b potato paste unless indir+ted 
  particularly. 
      (B) Influence of the temperature of paste, 
       By varying the temperature of the paste, whether the reduction of ;o was 
   affected or not mas examined. Under sucha condition as temperature -T= i ;°~-
   6o°C., D=ont,m., and time of irradiation -t=[y minutes, variation in J~p~cp 
   was merely of a degrez comparable with expcrimenteal error, as shown in Fig. q. 
         q) Tf. Sameq "do!loide/rernie drr SfBrkt" (Igzfi) p. zfiz: T1. Samec u.P. von IInc0. d'ol/oiri
   Breh., 5. x6y Qyx3} 
         IS) bi.Samec, •'.Sn!loidthrmir der StJrke" p. zSS. 
         xq) M. Samec, ibid., p. zSq. 
r . __
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  "i"hi
s shon•s that the etfiiciency of disintegration is °s                                                  ~
5 
   independent of temperature in the range 1 S°^'~°C~ 64 
  The dots marked on the graph indicate the mean ~ ~, 
   values of the three observed values, the evapora- f liz 
   tion of water being corrected. 
                                                                  r5 3o a5 ~ °C 
                                              ~ Temp. 
        (C~ lttie[OBCOpiC et[netu[e Fig. q-Influence of the temperature 
       As above described, ~, accordingly g, is of the paste 
   reduced by ultrasonic waves, and in parallel \vitlt this a great variation in [he 
   shape can be microscopically observed. I~ig. j (a)-~.(j). I'latn 1-..III, is a series of 
   microphotographs showing variations in 1 ,'o potato paste with the time. (a) is 
   the paste not treated 6y ultrasonic waves. Starch granules arc full}' swollen and 
   form vesicles, in some of which the interior is flowing out. "I"he vesicle walls 
  (amylopectin) arc somewhat expanded by irradiation for go seconds and partly 
   broken doem: ~ begins to reduce and accordingly S° does. As time goes on,• 
   enlarging of the vesicle walls and their G•agmcntation advances in parallel:the 
   enlarging process seems to be completed in about j minutes. Now let us call 
   this further enlarging of amylopectin already swollen as "super shelling ". As 
   time still goes on, the shape becomes smaller, but even after ;o minutes whatis 
   shown in (h) remains. Thus, in a hours the state shown in (j) is reached. 
      (ll) Wheat paste 
        !'s potato wasexamined as a kind of root starch, so wheat \vas examined 
   ns a kind of cereal starch. , 
      Variation in ~ rinsed by irradiationof ultrasonic waves is almost similar to 
   the case of potato. An instance in a concentration f t / is grglhicall}' shown 
   in Fig. h and its microphotographs are shown in Fig. y, (a)"..(11) Plate III+V. 
   It nulst be noted here that in the earlier stage the )O value is rather larger than 
   th;tt of haste before irradiation. This may be because the increase in viscosity by 
• the "super shelling" overcomes the decrease in viscosit}• by the breakdown of 
   vesicle walls. Such a phenomenon, however, is also noticed in potato when 
   rp of paste before irradiation is comparatively small on accatnt of insufficiency 
   of swelling and wing during preparation when concentration is large, as will be 
   described later (cf. joo curve in Fig. n). R%ith this-exception, the I% wheat }+aste 
   breaks down in the same process as the t go/ potato paste does. ht j minutes the 
i 
   disintegration of the starch brings forth a state in which large granules shown in 
   (e) and smaller ones in (e') mingle : in t j minutes the state changes as shon•n i  
i
z cisao~
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                         Fig. (Y-Uiin[egra[ion curve n( ryS wheat paste. 
(f), and in rzo minutes, at last, it reaches such a degree as shown in (h). Com-
parison of [he variation in ~ of potato with that of wheat is given in "fable III. 
According to the table, the potato tahose ~ is originally larger than that of wheat 
shows larger- reduction rate than the latter, but there is hardly any difference 
between both values of fO after a hour' irradiation. 
                            Tabellc Ill
                              Comparison I,elwecnPmalo and Wheat
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    (E) Influence of the external air pressure 
    The nature of disintegration of the starch paste by ultrasonic waves ha, 
been described, and now the mechanism ofthe disintegration nmst be considered. 
For the first step, the influence of the external air pressure was observed. ht 
Fig. 3 9~p~lO of'the potato paste is plotted against the external air pressure. 
The valves on the ordinate will be hereafter called the value of "disintegration 
effect " or only "effect ". Curve 1 was,obtained under the condition : input-lV= 
670 .watts, D=2 m.m., and reaction vessel =R=C, ; and Curve 11 : FP=Soo 
Watts, D=7o m.m., and R=G. Time of irradiation was t 5 minutes and volume 
of paste=l• was about 35 c.c. for both. As is clear from the graph, the dis-
integration eftect is, roughly speaking, at its maximum under about a pressure,
9fi1~1t~mit€~ Vol. 14n No. 2 (1940)
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       Trig. >?-Influence of esternal air pressure 
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The results ohtained are shown 
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what different Irom that in P 
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    Cun'e 1 was obtained under 
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either higher or lower. I,et us see the 
       effect at the side lower than a 
        pressure of t atmosphere. A
       little decrease in the air pressure 
       hardly causes the variationin the 
       effect, but when the pressureis
       lowered below a certain limit
      (rapid falling point) the effect 
        immediately starts to decrease 
        and' at a further decreasedpres-
        sure it reaches zero. Although 
       can es I and II have a similar 
       process, the rapid falling point. 
       of the fm'mer in which intensit}' 
       is higher deviates towards the 
       lower pressure side than that of
s investigated 
is treatments. -So 
g. q. It must 70 I 
g.9 is some- ~ 
ecausc potato II 
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       r 30 
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IV tvas obtained. Ry 4 minutes' irradia-
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IV. By comparing these four curves, it 
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only by the external air pressure, but also b}• te-o factors : [he intensity of 
irradiation and the time of irradiation and that, in the presKnt experiments, high 
intensity acid short time of irradiation produces much• the same effect as lose 
intensity and long time of irradiation. 
    In the side higher than [ atmosphere shown in Fig. 3, curve I indicates 
that the effect hardly fluctuates until t,6oo Hg. is reached, but w9ten the external 
air pressure becomes higher the effect gradually begins ~n decrease. Lt the case 
of curve II, the effect varies quite slowly under the pressures greater fltatt [,ooo 
mm Hg. "I'he item here treated will be detailed later. 
    (FJ Influence of the dissolved gases in paste
    \\'hether or not the disintegration effect is affected by dyssoh•ed gases in 
paste was investigated. About 25 c.c. of paste •in a reaction vessel 13, air (com-
pressed air), oxygen and hydrogen in bombs were used for this experiment. 
These gases were passed through two washing bottles holding crntcentrtterl sulphuric 
acid, hvo bottles holding 33% caustic potash solution, and one bottle holding 
paste, and flowing out as gas bubbles into the test paste through a hole of about 
0.5 m.m. in diameter. 
    The gases dissolved in paste by a flow of ~ litre per hour was made rich in
the flowing gases, and then the flow was stop-
ped, and the effect produced was examined in 
the atmosphere of the gases. The conditions of 
irradiation of ultrasonic waves used were 1V= 
55o watts. D- m.m., and t=t5 minutes. 
The result obtained is shown in Fig. to. A is 
what n:is performed in the order of air, ox}'gen, 
oxygen, hydrogen, and hydrogen. In I3 the 
ordenis air, oxygen, hydrogen, hydrogen and air. 
Although the influence of the dissolved gases is 
extremely little, the effect is larger in oxygen 
than in air, but smaller in hydrogen than in air. 
    (G) Influence of the concentration of paste 
    (i) Disintegration curve (5~•time curve) of 
curvy fur [ x.54°/ concentration are shown in Fig. [ 
experiment was carried out under The condition: ff'= 
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intensity of ultrasonic braves «-as higher because the condition of irradiation was 
the same. 1'he concentration of paste higher than 290 «-as reduced to I ga after 
irradiation, and then its viscosih- 60 
was measured. In the case of a 
concentration of I/, ~ shows a 
rapid fall from the beginning, bnt soy 
in 2/ a some delay is seen at the -
earlier stage in the fall of rp, and no 
so is the case with ,j °.'o. 1n ~ o ~ Syc 
the fall of ~ is scarcely recognized ~ 30 
for qg minutes. hi the earlier _o 
stage a •somctchat increase in ;e 
                                                    =%3 '1 `~ is observed hig
. t? in the Plate to 2% 
V, is the microphotograph of j ga ~y 
paste irradiated for 6o minutes. Iu o 
                                           5 r5 30 45 ~ 9o tzo the case of reaction vessel B with .-, Time in min. 
high intensity of ultrasonic waves, Fig. n-Disintegration rnrve of potmo t te: 
                                                     lniluence of conwnlrntion (Part r). sucha cw've as marked Sao B is
formed, tahere an early delay is scarcely recognized. 
   (ii) Comparison of disintegrationeffects:-A comparison of the eNect, 
Jyr~ry, at various mncentratiats under t 5 minutes' irradiation is shown in curve 
I of Fig. t ~. The cun•e indicates that in. the concentration range o. t-.-~ /o the 

















If the disintegration of paste is measured as the 
         variation of the apparent voh~me d~ of
          the whole vesicles in the same volume of
         paste, the efficiency reaches a maximum
         for about z,o as shoem in curve 11. 
             C. ThiemesJ systematically studied
        the viscosity reduction of solutions of 
          agar-agar, gelatin, and-gum arbic caused
          by tdtcasonic waves, and made out that 
         the rate of reduction is at its maximum
         for a certain critical concentration and 
s 
         that the larger the particles of the above 
(Ya¢ z). three substances the lower the critical
No. 2 (1940)
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concentration. As to the mechanism of depolymerisatioti, 'Phieme's theory is 
fwidamentally the same as Szalap's mentioned in Introduction In order to 
explain the influence of concentration, however, Thieme assumed the depolymeri-
sation by collision of large .particles and considered the number and efiicienc}' 
of collision as two factors determining a given critical concentration "1'hieme's 
result that in the part of lower concentration Jrpj~p is reduced with the decrease 
of cencetitration seems apparently contrarg [o the present author's result, and that 
it is not really so is clear from the followin;; consideration. H}* examinning 
"I'hieme's report, for example, the experimental value for o.3-..t.zgo gelatine 
shown in Fig. y," it is found ,that I:unitz's formula is also approsintately 
applicable to Thieme's results and y is=tz.o as given in Table IV. \4'hen the 
disintegration effect is measured as J7~'l, it is true that it decreases, with dte 
decrease of concentration as seen in 8 column of '['able IV, but when it is 
measurd as Jrp jIC it increases with the decreasr of concentration as seen in 9 
                              Talxlle IV.
Concentration
~°~)
lieCore irmdiatinn ~o Min. ]rradiatinn Kinds of esprcvinn of rnte
a! disintegrxlion
n m ti m N dnlr ~ d~h dm
0.3 ~~ re7 ~ }G ~ rz.o
0.6 t.37 ~ 6.7 ~ us
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column of Table IV, which agrees with curve I in Pig. t3 drawn b}' the present 
author.- Regarding J~D, curve II obtained by the present author is also in agree-
ment with lus. ]t is impossible to observe the variation in shape in the case of . 
'I~hieme, but possible in the case of the present author. For example, in Fig. iq, 
Plate \'I, (a) is the paste before ultrasonic treatment aml (b) is t go paste irradiated 
for t j minutes. As to o. t / paste, under the same conditions disintegration 
progresses o much [hat [he particles are entirely imperceptible. Thus the 
significance implied by d(O/}a is justified. .~s mentioned above, it is clear that it 
e.plains the fact to regard the disintegration phenomenon as the variation in is 
rather than as that in r. 
    [iii) Characteristics of disintegration of 0.1% paste, and its comparison 
with that of 1% paste 
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     (a) Fig. t6. Plate \%lIl is a series of microphotographs* howing an example 
 of disintegration o(o.tgo paste under the condition: input-N°=¢~o.vatks, D=a 
 n[.m., and R=C„ l'=about 35 c: c. 
     The disintegration of o.l % paste is characterized by the fact that the 
 lurticles merely become smaller from the beginning and that the super slvollen 
 vesicle walls are not recognized on the way to disintegration even if the intensity 
 of irradiation of ultrasonic waves is considerably reduced. 
      (b) The external air pressure, as shown in Fig. [y,** causes remarl.able 









 ~~~ g 7G0 t,ooo z,3ao 3,700                                          -. Yressnre in mmIlg. 
    ,n g 
                           Pig. t7-Ltlluer,ce ofexternal ir pressure (Part 3) 
  effect deviates to a higher part in the higher air pressure part and to a lower 
  part in the lower air pressure part as compared with that of [,/ paste. 
     (c) As already described, the disintegration effect is markedly greater in 
  o.tgb paste than in Ira paste. 
       IV. Consideration of the experimental results and the mechanism 
                          of disintegration 
      From the experimental results above described, let us consider the mech:ulism 
  of disintegration of paste granules. First for convenience, let us classify the main 
  factors as follows 
                                    "Cable V. 
        I. hfecha0inl (a) \iechaaital power thmnghthe.agency of babbles (cavities) nosed by 
                                    
~nvitntion or by pulvalion feRectirc babbles ..................... QQ 
                    (b) Pure mechanical force canserl bythe vibration of medium parliclo. 
                                                 (Frictional force) .............................................. '~ 
        11. 'I'herural (a) Ilea[ gencnlion nuxnl by adialralic compression of gases occurring
                                                  in the presence of mech:mism Q ................................ Q
        ~ The paste, being placed in a ulaphordi.• cell, wa+ phol.,graphed. 
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                   (h) Addition of kinetic egeigy of paste gremdes forced to move by 
                   
- oviented vbmlion of medium particles . ... .. ....... ..... ......... Q 
      IIl. (lhemical Depol}'merisation accompanied by nzidation liy dissolved oxygen i
                                        the presence of mechanism Q .................................. 
     From the above experimental result,, the disintegration of ]taste can 6e ex-
 plained thus: the disintegration is chiefly attributed to Q in Table V, tltc 
 mechanical force through the bubbles (cavities) caused by cavitation or by pulsa-
 tion of effective bubbles. First, let us refer to Fig. 8 showing the influence of the 
 external air pressure upon disintegration of t,b potato paste. AC about 1 
 atmosphere minute bubbles are seen, with the naked eye, to be generated in the 
 whole paste and disintegratiat is advancing rapidly) I-foweverer, a pressure lower 
 than a definite pressure is favourable to formation of cavil}' and unfavourable to 
 its collapse. Mechanical effect may be attributed to the intensity of collapseof 
 cavity rather than that of formation of carit}'. Accordingly, the effect of cavitation 
 is reduced. Since the bubbles; boiling promptly, escape out of the liquid, the 
 time during which the effective bubbles exist is very short, and, consequently, 
 the pulsation effect also becovtes impotent At last the disintegration effect 
 may be considered to reach zero when the pressure is lowered until a critical 
pressure which is equal to 20o mm Hg. in the 1 go/ paste. And in the higher 
pressure part, the effect begins to decrease at more than t,6oo mmHg. in the 
case of curve l and at more than l,ooo mmHg. in the case of curve ]I. 'I-his 
may be interpreted by the assumption that the formation of cavity which be-
comes unfavourcd etermines the whole effect The part of the curve obtained 
in the neighbourhood of !atmosphere almost parallel with the abscissa is con-
sidered to show that the efficiency of the formation of cavity and that of the 
collapse exert an equal influence upon the disintegration effect. Now, let 
us observe the effect reduced on the high pressure side more minutely. 'Phe 
larger the variation the more transparent the paste, and after I c minute's 
irradiation the variation in the paste is large on the upper part and small on the 
 lower. Observing the variarion with the time, it is found that a clear discon-
 tinuous surface concerning the rate of transparency goes dotvntvards.' Fig. t4, 
Plate Vh gives some photographs corresponding to curve I of Pig. 3: (a) is the 
paste before irradiation, (b) treated under the ordinary air pressure, (c) and (d) 
      • 'Phe variation seems nnximmn at Qle gas-liquid iNCrface. 't'his is the scone phm unnenou m 
 Ihe. Ilqucfactian of Ihixntmpic gelx ohsen~ed by Fremtdlich aril nthern.lrl L may Ira considered th:o the 
 loaned rnllecliun of the sound rcaves nl the interface inereaves Ore intensity of Ilw ver) earl, mid ac-
 cordingly the intensity of cavitation.
(1940)
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   the upirermost par[ of the paste treated under z,¢3o mmHg. and its lower part 
' respectively. Fig. t j, Plate VII, is a series corresponding to curve II of Fig. 3 : (a) 
   is what was treated under the ordinary pressure, (b) and (c) the upper half of the 
   paste under 3,30o mmHg. and its lower half respectively. 'the values for Jfo~~p 
   at the hvo .parts (b) and (c) of the paste arc z3.3gn/ and zero, respectively. and 
   that of a mixture of the hvo is t¢.o%, the experimental value on the graph. 
   Namely, under these conditions, the upper half of paste is varied by cavitation or 
   pulsation effect QQ , but the loner half is not varied at all. The distance from 
    the upper surface of the paste to the discontinuous surface, if observedafter 
    irradiation for a given time, becomes horter according as the pressure is increased. 
   Therefore, it is readily inferred that when the pressure is further increased, the 
    paste is not, as a whole, varied. ~ As above described, the mechanism ofdisintegra-
   tion of paste is explainable as a mechanical ction by the agencyof bubbles. 
   `vVhen such bubbles exist, however, their temperature elevation is brought about 
   by adiabatic ompression of gases, and it leads to the occurrence ofhydrolysis by 
    heat, and accordingly the separation of this mechanism ~ from the mechanical 
   one QQ above mentiated,is difficult. 
       Secondly, how is the difference behveen the disintegration types in the cases of 
   o.r /o and t % pastes explained 1 From the mechanism ofdisintegration mentioned 
   above the rate of disintegration is inferred to depend upon both the intensity of 
    the action occurring on the interface between tUe starch vesicle walls and water 
    and the dimension of the interlace. In the case of o.tgn/ paste each vesicle is 
   suspended isolated from its neighbours because freely vibrated water occupiesthe 
   greater part. On the contrary, in the case of t%, a; cD is large, the vesicles 
   are in contact with one another and the interface 6ehveen starch and freely 
    vibrated water is considered to be very small. Therefore, it is supposed thatthe 
   area on which one vesicle is subjected to ehe action is far smaller in to thanin 
    o.tgo. Besides, the intensity of the actimt on the interface. rut never be con-
   sidered to be higher in t% than in o.t%. Consequently it is readi]}~ explained 
    that the rate of disintegration of the vesicle is' smaller in t/ than in o.tgo~ 
    lVhy the super swollen stage is seen in the case of t jo can not suffiicicntly be 
   explained. Further studies on it are now proceeding. 
       The hao types of disintegration shown in the cases of t % -and o. t ;a are general 
    t}-pes that are to appear at relatively high and low concentrations. "thesetype, 
    may also 6c expected not only (or starch but for other highly pol}'merised com-
• pounds.
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    Next, let us examine whether any effective mechanism esisG or:.not besides 
QQ ane ~a given in Table V. ' 
    'that the disintegration effect increases according as the catcentratiou between 
5,'a~o.l/o decreases i  not because hydrolysis by the mechanism Q which 
Szalay points out occurs with decrease of concentration. Porycalcula[ions shows 
that the inertia b( starch granule is so large in the field of ultrasonic waves that 
the particles are considered to remain almost stationary. Therefore, such a 
mechanism ay be denied till the vesicles are considerably broken into fragments, 
such as soluble starch. Such being the case, the disintegration mechanism ®by 
frictional force seems rather possible. At both high and low pressures, however, 
the disintegration effect is zero. It is, therefore, evident that such a mechanism 
is quite invalid for earlier variations in tlu disintegration of paste: Rut, at such a 
super swollen stage as shotcn in Fig. g-(e) in the Ylate II, not only arc the vesicles 
soft but also their dimension is comparable with a. half length of the sound wave 
(about o.9¢ nt.m.), and it leads tP the possibility of this mechanism. Accoi-ding to 
the Latest report of Schmiddl rcaarding the polystyrol, the depolymerisation occurs 
even iE either oxygen is excluded or caviGttion is stopped under a pressure of r5 
atmospheres, and it ceases n•hen its molecular weight becomes 30,000. This proves 
the fact that the principal valency bond can be cut off even by .mechanism ~.
   
.Finally, the influence of dissolved gases will be considered. Starch is de-
polymerised by oxidation : the presence of oxygen is important in this reaction. 
Ultrasonic waves (or acoustic, waves) generate hydrogen peroxide in water and 
also accelerate the oxidation:"'t According to Rcthe;'j when water is saturated 
with hydrogen. Irydrogen peroxide is not generated, and when water is saturated 
with oxygen the yield of hydrogen peroxide is larger tluln when saturated with 
air. According to Liu and \Vu;=' the presence of cavitation and oxygen is indis-
Itensable in the oxidation reaction, such as the aridation o(a solution of Iwtas-
sium iodide.. 'faking these experiments into account, i[ is ,opposed that the 
disintegration depends partly, though extremely slightly, upon the delwlymerisation 
accompanied by oxydation. 
                    V. Summary & Conclusion 
    The disintegration of native starch paste of potato S wheat (eslxciall}', of 
former) caused. by. ultrasonic waves has been studied by.liteasuring' the variation 
     ~~o) 1P. ti. tithmidl,. l:. PI. JoLpson S A. R. (11uny f aur. Ck.~.ir. Sur., 51, 370 (zyz9}      "zt) li: Belhe,-T,. /•hj•t. C/rnn.-[:1], 163, ~6t (~9i3)~ ~ -
     zz) Szu~Ciu 1.i0 S tI. Wu, •% .Im, Clrtm..Sar., Sfi, roa5(~934)~
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in lO, the specific volume of particles, calculated from Kunitz's viscosity formula. 
and, in addition, from the variation in the microseopic structnrc. The general 
characteristics of disintegration is as follows: 
   (i) The disintegration effect is rather larger at 30o KIh than at 4jo KII,. 
    (ii) The reduction of ~ is comparable to that caused by the heat treatment 
at about t,o°C. 
    (iii) The temperature of tlru paste has little influence in the range t ~ -~6o°C. 
    (iv) The potato starch, «-hose tp is originally larger than that of wheat 
starch, shows larger reduction rate than the latter. 
    (v) The influence of the external air pressure is remarkable, being at it' 
maximum near I atmosphere. Under a little higher or lower Iressure the effect 
i begins to decrease and finally reaches urn. 
   (vi) The influence of dissolved gases is very small. Oxygen makes the 
disintegration larger, and hydrogen, on the contrary, makes it smaller. 
    (vii) In the concentration range o.t--5/o. the smaller the concentration is, 
the larger is the disintegration effect. 
   (viii) The type of the disintegration in comparatively low concentration is 
different from that in comparatively high concentration. For example, in the case 
of O,{~o the shape of starch granule becomes smaller from the beginning, but in 
the case of t % a super swollen stage is recognized. 
    prom the above results, the mechanisms of the disitttegra[ion arc considered 
to be as follows 
    (t) The chief mechanism is the nteehanical action tOthrough the agency of 
bubbles caused by cavitn[ion or pulsation. At the same time, hydrolysis ~a is 
very often brought about b\' heating caused by adiabatic compression of bubbles. 
    (z) An ext~emcly littlr dupolymerisatiun accompanied by oxydationC may 
occur. 
    (~) Both mech:utical power ® caused by pure sound wave and Szalay's 
mechanism qQ arc impotent at least for earlier stage of disirttegratiun. 
    Lt conclusion, the author has great plc,[sure in espressing his sincere thanks 
to Pro(. S. Horiba (or Iris valuable guidance during the course of this research. 
Ne also wishes w ackno«•ledge his indebtcducss to \Ir. 5. Sakabe (The Nippon 
Cloth Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Kyoto) for agrant-iu-aid. , 
            ln5litute,for Chemicnl Rerearclr (lhkatr<ki), 
                 h joto Lnperial Unftxvsif~.
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